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January 28, 1992 
 
 

 

 RITCHIE:  I wanted to start by asking about your roots.  You're from Texas 

originally.  Where about? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Near San Antonio.  Actually, I was born and lived my first 

eight years in San Antonio. Then the family home was moved fifty miles away into the 

Texas Hill Country to the west of the more famous part which is Johnson's home in 

Johnson City.  We're about a hundred miles to the west of there.  But it's similar country.  

It's rural and subsistence agriculture is the only economy.  It's a rugged life.  But it's 

beautiful country, and people come there and get to know and like it.  It's become quite a 

retirement area for people that didn't know about it before.  I think if there is anything 

that President [Lyndon] Johnson contributed to Texas it was a knowledge of the Texas 

Hill Country that more or less became national, where before his time it had been 

localized thing.  So that's been my family base for all my life. 

 

 RITCHIE:  What did your father do? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  He was a career soldier.  My father was an immigrant from the 

Netherlands.  He came to this country in the  
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early part of the century; and after going to farm with a brother in South Dakota and 

Minnesota, where they had farms in both states, he entered the military in World War I 

and then remained in the military until he died.  One piece of family history I've never 

been able to uncover is why he went to the military and his brother, who remained on the 

farm, did not.  I'm assuming that they had an exemption situation in those years similar to 

World War II and that they either agreed or drew lots for the exemption. 

 But in any event, my father made a military career and died and is buried in the 

Fort Sam Houston National Cemetery in San Antonio.  He died early in life at age 42, 

prior to the outbreak of World War II, which might have been fortuitous for him because 

my mother often said he probably would have died as a result of what happened in the 

Netherlands and to his family in World War II.  But that's the background of his side. 

 

 RITCHIE:  You grew up on military bases then? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  I was born in Fort Sam Houston in 1928.  In 1936 the folks 

built this place in the country, which is the family home, intending to use it for their 

retirement home when my father left the military.  He had over twenty years at the time 

of his death.  After they built the home, he promptly passed away within a year or so.  We 

didn't live on a military base but a very short time in the early years. 
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RITCHIE:  And so you attended public schools around the area there? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  I began in public schools in San Antonio for the first and 

second grades.  When we moved to the country in 1936, I was in the third grade.  I went 

to little one-room school.  There were about sixteen of us kids.  We had one teacher who 

taught about seven grades.  We all got there on our own—no buses.  My younger brother, 

who was in the first grade, and I walked, and some of the other kids rode their horses.  

There were no paved roads in the area at that time, so you couldn't use bicycles or 

anything like that.  It was either hoof it or horseback.  We didn't have horses so we 

hoofed.  But it's a part of my personal life and upbringing that I recall with great pleasure.   

 We had outhouses, and we had a cistern that caught the rain water when it ran off 

the roof, and each day somebody in the school had the duty to pull the water from the 

cistern to put it in the water cooler for the kids to drink.  Of course we all brought our 

lunches.  There weren't any school lunch programs in those days. [laughs]  I've always 

thought that the people in today's world who think they are being deprived really aren't.  

All they really need to do is want to learn. 

 But anyway, I attended public schools both in San Antonio and Bandera, which is 

this little town and county.  And, finally, in high school I did attend during World War II 

the Texas Military Institute, which is in San Antonio.  It's famous for being the alma  
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mater of Douglas MacArthur, Class of 1897.  During my time we had a personality that 

later became well known.  He was Dan Blocker, who played "Hoss Cartwright" on 

television's Bonanza.  We also had an astronaut or two.  You know, a smattering of 

fellows who gained notoriety during their lifetimes.  It's an interesting little school.  It 

still turns them out—people like that.  That was high school. 

 

 RITCHIE:  And then you went on to college.  Was that in part because of the 

military support from your father's career? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  No, no.  As a matter of fact, I probably wouldn't have been able 

to go to college, except that I was fortunate to get athletic scholarships.  I had a little 

athletic talent in high school.  So I took athletic scholarships to a military junior college 

in Texas called Schreiner Institute, first year.  Second year, I went to the University of 

Arizona at Tucson, where I was on a basketball team with Morris Udall.  Morris was a 

very popular guy out there.  He was a senior in the law school at that time.  This was the 

1947-48 school year.  I liked him a lot myself.  Of course I knew him later when he came 

to Washington.  In fact, I was working for Hubert Humphrey in 1961 when Mo came to 

town.  His brother Stewart, whom he was replacing, had told me he was going to be 

coming, and he invited me over to a reception in his office for him, so I took Humphrey 

along that evening.  Everybody had a grand  
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time.  Of course I continued to see him.  It's very unfortunate the illness that caused him 

to have to give up his seat.  

 Then from Arizona, I went back to Texas where I finished at Trinity University in 

San Antonio my final two years.  Took a BA in Economics at Trinity.  I went almost 

immediately then to the FBI.  Came to Washington for the first time in my life on January 

3, 1952. 

 

 RITCHIE:  You just applied to the FBI? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  They had a representative come to the University and proselyte 

young fellows.  For reasons I'll never understand, I was the only one chosen around there 

that year.  The fellow that came out was a graduate of that university, and they were 

actively looking for prospects in those days—the reason being, in my recollection, that 

the FBI inherited all this responsibility for the Atomic Energy Act.  For instance, you had 

to do a full background investigation on every carpenter, bricklayer and what have you 

that they employed in those programs.  It put a tremendous manpower requirement on the 

FBI.  Subsequently, they got rid of all of that, got it shifted over to the Civil Service 

Commission.  But it was a period of time there in the early 50's where the FBI had to do 

that. 

 

 RITCHIE:  So you came to Washington to train with the FBI? 
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 VANDER ZEE:  Came to train in the spring of '52.  Stayed three years.  Did 

about a year each in Richmond, Virginia, here in the Washington field division and 

Philadelphia.  Senior people in the FBI who befriended me told me that you needed to 

make a decision about whether or not you wanted a career with the FBI before you 

reached the five-year mark because, they said, you become dependent on the check.  You 

start raising a family, having kids and financial obligations; and it would be difficult to 

break away after five years. 

 So I took their advice to heart and I decided I didn't want to do it for a lifetime 

profession and I left after three years.  Just that simple. 

 

 RITCHIE:  What were you doing mostly as an FBI agent? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  In the Richmond division I had what's called general criminal 

work in a road territory.  My territory was the northern neck of Virginia.  I think there 

were eleven counties out there that were my responsibility.  So any leads that came in 

that had to be handled out there I took care of.  I did that for a year.  Then back here in 

Washington it was surveillance of the Soviet Embassy.  We kept daily track of 

everybody—I'm not telling any secrets here, this is all well known stuff.  Anyway, the 

Cold War is supposed to be over now.  [laughs]   

 But I did that exclusively for a year.  We memorized the names—not just the 

names—we memorized the physical appearance of  
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every employee of the embassy and every member of their families.  There is no question 

that there was a tremendous effort on their part in the espionage area during those years.  

They were actively seeking a lot of things—a lot of technology, a lot of science from this 

country.  And they acquired a lot.  I must say they did. 

 We had to keep track of them wherever they went.  When you started out in the 

morning you never knew whatever time of day—I usually worked noon to midnight 

regular shift hours—but when you started out, you never knew where you might wind up.  

You might wind up in New York, or Philadelphia, or most anywhere. 

 We had this one occasion where we followed a car driven by a fellow who was 

supposed to be a cultural attache.  He wound up down in southwest Virginia where the 

famous summer theater is.  You may remember the name of the town. 

 

 RITCHIE:  The Lime Kiln?  Or the Barter Theater? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  The Barter Theater.  You may remember the name of the town? 

 

 RITCHIE:  Bristol, perhaps. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  It's near Bristol.  Abingdon, I believe.  Anyway, he traveled all 

the way down there; and he went to the home of this scientist\doctor, who I don't 

remember if he was still active or retired.  The Russian's name was Georgei Pokrovski.  

I'll never  
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forget his name because he was a real professional, hard-working spy.  But this man he 

went to see had developed the technique for the indefinite preservation of penicillin in the 

field in World War II.  That's what they were after.  They had penicillin, but apparently 

they didn't know how to preserve it indefinitely for field use, military use.  Almost 

invariably everyone cooperated once the contacts were made and we identified what the 

Russians were after. 

 I never agreed with Mr. Hoover about the communist threat—the domestic 

communist threat.  But he was dead right about the Soviet threat.  Mr. Hoover was a 

master administrator.  He was a very talented administrator.  Had I been the head of the 

FBI, I would have run it exactly as he did.  But as a peon [laughs] in the ranks, I chose 

not to make it a career. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Did you ever encounter J. Edgar Hoover? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Oh, yes.  Surely.  Well, of course, it was a routine that when 

you go in the FBI and you're just about the graduate from agents' school you'd go by the 

Director's office and meet him and shake hands.  This was [laughs] one of the great tests.  

They would rehearse you for this—literally.  One of the people in the training division 

would be Mr. Hoover, and they would check you for steadiness of eye contact and 

firmness of handshake; because Mr. Hoover on occasion had been known to say that 

somebody looked like a truck driver or something [laughs].  So they'd go  
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back, sit down and look at this group of men and decide who looked most like truck 

drivers and send them packing.  It was quite an unusual thing.  Mr. Hoover was an 

absolute ruler in his area.  So anyway, that was one of the things that you did before you 

went to the field.   

 Mr. Hoover would always be standing by the side of his desk.  Pictures would not 

be taken individually.  But he would be standing by the side of his desk, and Mr. [Clyde] 

Tolson would always be seated in the window seat facing Pennsylvania Avenue. 

 I never met him further when I was in the FBI.  But after I worked on the Hill and 

went downtown to practice law I had my office on DeSales Street.  That's a little one-

block long street beside the Mayflower.  And each day—not every day, but frequently—

I'd go over to the Mayflower to the Rib Room to eat a bite at lunch.  Mr. Hoover and Mr. 

Tolson at that time, that was their lunch spot, and you could set your clock on their 

arrival.  They had lunch there every day.  So I used to see him and greet him there.  And 

also at the race track out at Laurel.  He was a very devoted racing fan. 

 He was not overly cordial.  But he knew me as a former FBI boy, one of the boys 

who had been there.  I liked him, too.  As I say, I would have run the FBI exactly as he 

did.  He, though, had unusual power and authority that he had accumulated.  But why 

not?  If you can get away with it.  That's my response to that.  I think maybe our 

government in many of its areas could do with a little more authoritarianism rather than 

have everybody so thoroughly  
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compromised that they can't really be effective.  One thing we were in those years: we 

were effective.  In recent times, I think, people would question whether the FBI can cut 

the mustard in some areas any more like they used to.  They seem to be frustrated in a 

number of areas. 

 

 RITCHIE:  It must have helped you some respects to have that on your vita in 

the future as you went along, having been an FBI agent? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Well, I always felt it should, because if nothing else it would 

indicate you had undergone the rigors of your background check and that you couldn't 

have done too many things wrong in your lifetime or you wouldn't have passed muster.  

But I think in some areas, later as I passed through life, I think that maybe FBI agents—

ex-FBI agents—were lumped in a category, which I strongly disagree with, but 

nevertheless I think some people looked at them as kind of stormtroopers.  I think maybe 

some people didn't like ex-FBI agents too much [laughs].  I think people were surprised 

when Hubert Humphrey employed me, because he generally was identified as this liberal 

who wouldn't have those kind of guys on his staff. 

 But we got along famously, and there wasn't any of that sort of thing involved in 

any way in my politics.  And I found this in the FBI, too—that you find a very mixed 

brand of personal politics.  Agents don't talk about it with outsiders—didn't in  
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those years.  I don't know whether they do now or not.  We had a lot of diverse opinion 

come up among our people.  But, of course, the only person who ever spoke for the FBI 

in those days—Mr. Hoover.  Agents in charge of field divisions seldom made releases on 

major cases.  It was always in his name and it came from Washington.  That was part of 

the means of his central control. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Were there other ex-FBI agents around up on Capitol Hill in those 

days?  It seems to me in the early years the FBI and the GAO provided some sort of seed 

staff. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  There were a few, and always have been a few over the years.  

Now, one big user of FBI agents on duty—accounting types in particular was Clarence 

Cannon, who had a committee on the House side.  I forget the committee.  I should 

remember. 

 

  RITCHIE:  Probably the Appropriations Committee, wasn't it? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  I suppose it was.  And, basically, what they were doing was, I 

suppose, quasi-GAO functions—that is, doing accounting procedures on a lot of these 

program costs.  I had a couple of friends who served over there while they were fairly 

senior agents.  They went on to become associate directors of the FBI, both of those 

fellows.  It was a part—I think it was a part when Hoover assigned you over there—of 

your grooming, so to speak, for bigger things in the Bureau. 

 But, yes, they were big users.  There were individuals . . . there was a fellow on 

this side.  Frequently, some of the committees and subcommittees would use them for 
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investigators for committee staff work.  One I remember was named Frip Flannigan.  

Frip's been around for ages.  He later became a personal rep for the one of the big 

chemical companies in the country, lobbied for them here on the Hill.  I seem to recall it 

was W.R. Grace & Co. 

 

 RITCHIE:  He was counsel to the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Okay.  I appreciate you're knowing those things because, while 

I knew Frip well, I never knew exactly what his position on the Hill had been.  Another 

ex-FBI buddy on Capitol Hill was John Conway, who was Staff Director in those days of 

the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. 

 There's a bit of a camaraderie among ex-agents, I must confess.  For instance, 

that's how I know Frip, and he would know me as an ex-agent.  Of course we both knew 

at one time or another we worked on the Hill.  There is an ex-agents society which is 

quite active around the country.  For instance, we have a chapter in San Antonio.  There's 

one virtually everywhere where they meet and socialize, have lunch, every month or two.  

But, unfortunately, my personal business has always kept me from participating in that 

very much.  I'd go to an occasional meeting, but haven't pursued  
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it.  As far as I know, they don't grind any political axes or have any programs they push. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Then you decided after three years to go to law school?  Is that your 

career plan? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Well, this was the Korean period.  I had been deferred during 

my FBI tenure by my draft board back home at the request of Mr. Hoover.  I went into 

the FBI under the minimum age.  I went in at age 23, and you're supposed to be 25.  But I 

think it was this thing I described earlier about the need for manpower that they waived 

some of those requirements in those days.  So I was 26 then at the end of the three years, 

and my draft board extended my liability to age 35.  I didn't want to just spend my life in 

the FBI merely to avoid military service.  I had no problems about military service. 

 So I left the FBI and went directly into the Navy, Navy intelligence.  Spent four 

years there.  And the next four years, that would have been from '55 through '58, I trained 

at their various schools and had a two-year hitch with the Commander-in-Chief of the 

Pacific at Honolulu.  At that time, it was Admiral Felix B. Stump who was running the 

joint command out there. 

 The biggest thing we had was keeping track of ChiCom activity, with aerial 

reconnaissance.  That was my specialty.  The Chinese Nationalists would overfly the 

Chinese mainland and do the photography.  We would interpret it back in Pearl Harbor 

and keep  
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track of the Chinese military buildup, which was quite extensive.  They built a lot of 

airfields and things over there.  And so we just monitored that. 

 Later on I was what was called a special weapons officer.  We gave we assigned 

special weapons or nuclear targets to our aviators.  I would meet them in Pearl Harbor 

when the carriers came out and I would ride out with them to the western Pacific and give 

briefings and things on the way and fly back to Pearl and do it again.  It was an 

interesting time and gave me an insight, which I have always been grateful for, into the 

operations of the military, and specifically the air arm of the Navy.  I still marvel at how 

they can make one of those damned aircraft carriers do what it's supposed to do.  It's a 

monstrous coordinated effort and very, very impressive, I think, to anyone that's every 

witnessed it. 

 

 RITCHIE:  I was stationed in Pearl Harbor, too, when I was in the Marines.  I 

remember when those aircraft carriers used to come in.  They were immense.  Even as 

many times as you saw them, you were impressed when they arrived.  They were a 

floating city. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Were you at Pearl? 

 

 RITCHIE:  Yes.  

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Or at Kaneohe? 

 RITCHIE:  We were at Pearl.  We were at the Marine barracks at Pearl Harbor. 
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 VANDER ZEE:  Well, I was up there on the Hill, you know, at Makalapa.  That 

was the fleet headquarters in those days. 

 

 RITCHIE:  We actually worked in Pearl City, so I used to drive by there every 

day. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Been to the old Pearl City Tavern there a time or two? [laughs] 

 

 RITCHIE:  To the monkey bar, right? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  One of the great bars in the world.  [laughs]  When I was there 

they featured Miss 44D.  I'll never forget her.  She was a thing of beauty.  They'd bring 

out entertainers from Stateside for the servicemen, of course.  I don't know who owns that 

thing, but it's a true institution.  I asked someone recently if it's still there and going.  And 

they said, Oh, yeah. 

 

 RITCHIE:  I was there about four years ago and stopped in, and it's still going.   

 

 VANDER ZEE:  So my time there was split, part of the time we had that photo 

interpretation center over on Ford Island, so I  

worked back and forth between Ford Island and the fleet headquarters up on the side of 

the hill.  Admiral Stump ran the joint command and Vice Admiral Curts, as I recall, was 
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the Seventh Fleet Commander in those days.  And, of course, we were rulers of the world 

in those days.  No problems whatever. 

 I enjoyed it.  But again, it's one of those things that didn't appeal to me for a 

career. 

 So, to give you the way I got back to town here.  I had thought I was in for a two-

year hitch and I had made application to Georgetown Law School and been accepted.  

Suddenly someone pulled out some records and they decided I had a four-year obligation.  

So I didn't quite know what to do.  I had a house guest one evening—an Admiral 

Kaufman who was commander at that time of Annapolis Naval Academy.  He was out 

there on a trip, and we got to be friends.  We were having a couple of snorts down at the 

Makalapa BOQ [bachelor officers quarters] there.  I invited him over to the house to meet 

the little woman and we were sitting around having some dinner.  I told him about my 

problem and sought his advice.  I think he was just getting ready to take the command 

down at Annapolis, he was still in the Pentagon.  So he asked me to give him the 

particulars, which I did.  Not long after I received orders to come to the Intelligence 

School in Washington and finish out my Navy career as an instructor over there.  I'll be 

forever grateful to Admiral Kaufman because I was able to complete my Navy career and 

go ahead and get two years of my law school out of the way at the same time.   
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RITCHIE:  That's great. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah. You bet.  And then immediately following that—well I 

terminated my service 31 December '58 and by the third or fourth of January '59 I was 

with this Congressman Steven B. Carter from Iowa. 

 

 RITCHIE:  How did that come about? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  I was actively seeking employment up on the Hill.  I just had an 

abiding interest in the political process and American government.  It had slipped up on 

me over the years.  I guess it started in college when I was a student politician elected to 

the student council in Trinity.  And, you know, political awareness arrives at some point 

in your life and it had sharpened over the years in the FBI—I guess being around 

Washington a good bit added to that.  I'd met a few people on the Hill in some visits with 

colleagues of mine, some members.  So I decided to give it a shot.  I put out some 

resumes.  And this gentleman called me. 

 It appears that my father's cousin who was also a Vander Zee, like many of the 

Dutch, went to Iowa. He apparently was one whose family had taken him there as an 

infant.  He had become a Rhodes scholar, and an educator, and I think about a thirty-year 

professor.  I believe he headed the political science department at the University of Iowa.  

In fact, he became the person in Iowa who selected the Rhodes scholars from Iowa.  I 

guess that made him kind  
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of the secretary of the association for the state.  I don't know exactly how that worked.   

 But in any event, this fellow Carter had been a student of his.  Apparently the man 

also had been a rock-ribbed Democrat in a Republican state and had always taught a 

liberal line of politics out there.  Carter ran and was elected as a Democrat in a district 

that had been Republican forever.  So I guess it was just as simple as that connection.  

And I knew this man, too.  I had known him earlier in my life, this gentleman from Iowa.  

I had met him in his retirement after he'd moved to New Hampshire, in my efforts to 

broaden the contacts within our family, people bearing our name in various states.  He 

was a fine gentleman. 

 Carter, in any event, said he hired me because I was related to that Vander Zee 

who had taught him in Iowa.  He also authored books on Iowa history, among others 

being The Dutch in Iowa, Dutch Trails in Iowa, and that sort of thing.  They're over in the 

library, of course.  His first name, I believe, was Jacob. [See Jacob Van der Zee, The 

Hollanders of Iowa (Iowa City: State Historical Society of Iowa, 1912).] 

 Carter was the only one who knew it, but he came to office with an untreatable 

type of cancer.  And he died in the early days of November of 1959 [November 4].  So it 

became my lot, after going to Iowa and taking him home along with his family and after 

his burial in the little town of Leon, Iowa, where he was from, to attempt to run a 

campaign for a successor—a college professor from  
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the college in Grinnell.  I can't recall the name of that college.  Ought to.  It's well known.  

Been out there forever. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Grinnell College? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  It was Grinnell College.  But Ed, trying to remember Ed, he 

was a political science professor there who got the district convention nomination in a 

special election arrangement.  Herschel Loveless was governor.  He called a very quick 

election, I think, for around mid-December.  Gilmore was the name of the nominee, Ed 

Gilmore. 

 In the short time of that campaign, we couldn't overcome the Republican 

advantage.  A Democrat could not sustain himself there; so the Republicans returned.  

They put a fellow in office named John Kyl, who was well known in the area because he 

was a TV newsreader in Ottumwa, Iowa, which was the largest city in the district at that 

time.  So John came to Congress from that district. 

 I came back to Washington licking my wounds because I was a youngster and 

very charged up as most youngsters are about their politics.  You don't like to lose—

especially when you're trying to vindicate a guy who had lost his life and all that sort of 

business.  I very quickly encountered one of my old friends, one of those acquaintances I 

spoke of having met—a fellow named Barrie—Bob Barrie, who was putting together a 

campaign staff for Hubert Humphrey.  And I decided to go with Humphrey because he 

was the  
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only one going!  This is in the very beginning of 1960.  [Lyndon] Johnson was talking 

about it, but Johnson wasn't going to do anything overtly or form any organization, or 

staff, or go out and be active.  [Stuart] Symington was making a few motions.  Of course 

[John] Kennedy.  Kennedy started his effort well back—for the four years leading up to 

'60, after the vice presidential nomination that he lost to [Estes] Kefauver in the previous 

convention. 

 But, going back to Carter, just for a moment.  I remember one day when Carter 

got a call and was invited to lunch with Senator Kennedy.  He came back and said it was 

a one-on-one lunch.  And Kennedy did this methodically with all of the members of the 

House during the period leading up to 1960.  To be personally acquainted, you know?  

And it was very effective!  Very effective because Carter, while he was a freshman and 

probably more impressionable than older members, he was nevertheless impressed.  Of 

course, that was the object of the whole thing.  So Kennedy was going about it in a very 

methodical way. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Before we go on, I wanted to ask you, what did you do in Carter's 

office? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Oh, I was AA [Administrative Assistant].  Yeah, I was hired as 

the AA.  As you know, hope springs eternal, and he didn't want it to be publicly known 

that he was suffering from cancer.  So he refused to announce that.  At the same time, he 

knew that his chances of survival were probably not good.  He asked me  
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to put his son, I believe the boy was Stephen Carter, Jr., I think he was 17.  Could have 

been 18.  Anyway, he was a student here, I think, at American U.  He told me to put him 

on the payroll at the highest possible salary.  And I did.  And within a day or two, 

Scripps-Howard or somebody was jumping on it.  That was one of the big nepotism 

scandals of the day. 

 I'll never forget.  That's the time that Mark Russell and I first got acquainted in 

'59.  He was working at the Carroll Arms, which was across the street, as you know, on 

the corner here from the Senate office buildings.  He was the pianoman down in the 

basement over there down at the bar.  And Mark, he was doing his shtick even in those 

days—it hasn't varied much from the beginning.  About that time Frankie Laine had a 

monster hit called "That Lucky Old Sun."  So Mark did great things with the lyrics 

pinned to the nepotism of the Carter son. [laughs]  The whole thing was terribly 

unfortunate, but, you know, the people didn't know. After all, nobody publicly disclosed 

about the cancer thing.  So it was seen strictly as a nepotism deal.  Like always, it causes 

big problems.  You're trying to run an office; and, hell, you can't do anything for awhile 

until it all dies down.  But, of course, shortly thereafter Steve began to show the overt 

signs of his cancer and was taken out to Bethesda.  He had to be carried back into the 

chamber a few times to vote on some stuff.  It was a very sad time.  I believe he was in 

his forties.  He wasn't that old a man.   
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But, that was my introduction to politics.  I got an early exposure to the 

Washington press and guys like Clark Mohlenhoff and some of the old fire eaters around 

here that jumped on everybody.  Well, I suppose if you disclose the human side of the 

thing to some of these newsies, they'd lay off.  But I don't know, current evidence seems 

to indicate they don't much give a hoot.  A very impressive statistic, I forget the boy's 

name, but he used to run the Senate press gallery—and I think prior to that, during World 

War II—I think there'd been a combined gallery, House and Senate.  He told me one time 

how many people had credentials to the combined gallery during World War II.  Now, 

this is a time we were winning a world war and building a great nation.  And it was 

something substantially less than a hundred.  Substantially less than a hundred.  Might 

have been less than fifty.  I was impressed by how small a number.  Even back then when 

he told me this story—back in the early 60's—it was up in the hundreds.  Now I think it's 

up in the thousands. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Thousands 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  I don't think in my own mind that there's any question that this 

has become a huge detriment to effective political leadership and effective government in 

the United States, because every little town out there seems big enough to have a stringer 

in Washington.  They're all running around trying to get something personal on 

everybody in public life.  I think all it  
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does is two things: it destroys the American people's faith in their institutions and their 

political leaders.  This stuff of dwelling on personal habits, I mean, we didn't used to hear 

about Dennis Chavez being a drunk.  Everybody just laid off, because he was chairman 

of a committee.  He did a hell of a job for his state.  People loved him.  Unfortunately, the 

man was an alcoholic.  But they didn't write about it. 

 The most common example given is how they laid off President [Franklin] 

Roosevelt's being a cripple.  Never photographed him that way.  Never created any 

embarrassment.  Well, that thing is all gone now, and I don't think our country is any 

better served for it.  In fact, I think it's been a tremendous detriment, as I say.  Well, it has 

gone a great distance toward destroying the American people's faith in their government 

and their institutions of government.  But beyond that, it keeps effective people in my 

mind from coming to government.  They don't want to get into these deals where all these 

personal situations are ferreted out with all this embarrassment.  They just say to hell with 

it.  That's a terrible thing to happen to a country and I think our Fourth Estate is mostly 

responsible for that.   

 I have frequently said, and I mean it, that I don't think that all of the efforts of 

Soviet communism or world communism ever did as much to harm American 

government as the American press.  That's my personal opinion.   
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RITCHIE:  Was that Don Womack, the fellow in the press gallery who told that 

to you? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  I think he was Bill somebody.  A little kind of a baldheaded 

guy. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Or Roy McGhee? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Hmmm.  No.  No. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Joe Willis and Don Womack.  There are several people up there, and 

I was just wondering if I could think of who you meant. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Well, this goes back—the time I was talking about—was '59 to 

'63.  Whoever it was at that time was giving me that statistic, and I was shocked by it.  

And as I say, the statistic was then.  That's thirty years ago.  And the numbers have just 

mushroomed since then, I'm told. 

 

 RITCHIE:  What were your responsibilities as an administrative assistant to a 

freshman member of the House? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Well, the usual thing, mainly to hire—with his approval, of 

course—and organize staff, and parcel out the work. It was largely the matter of 

constituent mail.  He had some  
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programs in the district that were important.  One was the construction of the Rathbun 

reservoir, which was ultimately built.  It wasn't built during our time.  But to continue to 

promote that.  That was near Ottumwa, as I recall.  I forget the river that it harnessed.  

But, as it turned out, because of his illness and his severe disability, I literally many times 

had to fill the slot for a member that couldn't be there by—well, just directly representing 

him.   

 One incident that I will always remember because of unusual circumstances, was 

we had a constituent that had known him as a youngster—he had been born and raised 

out there—who had an airline based in Oakland, California.  It was one of these Terry 

and the Pirates-type of things that fly stuff overseas, special delivery, spray grasshoppers 

in Egypt—that sort of thing. 

 

 RITCHIE:  A non-sked they used to call them. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah, right.  Bring a load of snakes from wherever.  Fly your 

football team wherever—which ultimately caused the demise of his airline.  He lost a 

football team in a crash.  And once you have a crash in a private airline you can't survive.  

Whether you've done anything wrong or not is beside the point.  You can't survive the 

FAA investigation.  They'll always find something somewhere in your records of your 

engine changes or something that puts you out of business. 
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 Anyhow, he had noticed a solicitation for an Air Force contract to fly a cargo 

around the Far East for the Air Force.  And the contract bid was to be submitted at 

Kadena Air Force Base outside of Tokyo.  He had figured out that he could take his 

fleet—well, I think he wasn't even going to use his existing fleet.  He was going to 

acquire not brand new, but used airplanes.  He was going to put big cabin tanks inside the 

cargo bay so he could fly them across the Pacific, nonstop, and then, execute the contract.  

So he decided to bid on it.  His cab driver told him on the way to Kadena Air Force Base 

that he was wasting his time to come out there to submit a bid on that contract [laughs]. 

   He did it anyway.  And, after the bid opening, some second Louie called him from 

Kadena and said, "Congratulations, Mr. Springer, you have won the contract."  And then 

he was called back within an hour and told, "Mr. Springer, we made a terrible mistake.  

You didn't win the contract.  We have to have new bids." [laughs]  Well, to make a long 

story short: the contract was traditionally the territory of either CAT Air or, the Chinese 

National Airline—I forget the name of that, which was a CIA front.  That's why nobody 

else could win.  But that lieutenant had goofed. 

 So Mr. Springer came to us, and in our naivete we thought, well, that's a strange 

way to do business.  Here this man was going to go to all these unusual expenses, and he 

still bids the thing low against somebody that's already out there.  So I started to write 

letters and carry his grievance forward.  One day I had a call from a staff member on the 

Aviation subcommittee on the House  
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side—Earl somebody.  Earl was a former FBI agent, and he asked me if I could visit with 

him.  I did.  He kind of told me that that was an unusual situation out there, and he'd been 

asked to talk to me to see if we wouldn't get off that thing. 

 I said, "Well, gosh almighty, Earl.  It seems to me strange that if that much money 

is being squandered that the American public has to hold still for this.  I'll talk to my 

superior, but I'll see what he says."  And I did ask him, and he said, "Well, help Jim 

[Springer] in any way that you can."  This fellow Springer that was his old friend.  So I 

persisted. 

 Earl called me again one day after not too long a time.  He asked me to come 

meet a friend of his.  We went out on one of those patios alongside the House office 

building.  It was a fellow from the CIA, and he wanted to talk about it.  In my youthful 

zeal, they couldn't convince me.  I was just concerned that there was obviously a lot of 

money slopping off the table out there.  And I didn't see why that should be.  I'd had some 

experience.  I had some friends over at the CIA during the FBI days.  A lot of FBI guys 

went to the CIA when it was set up.  And so I continued to persist. 

 One day I had a call to come over and meet with Speaker [Sam] Rayburn.  I'd 

never met the Speaker, but I knew John Holton who was his AA.  And so I walked in to 

his office.  John had that big outer office where a lot of people entered off the House 

floor.  But Mr. Rayburn's own personal office was long and narrow and not much bigger 

than yours.  John just said, "Well go on in Rein."  So  
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I went in, and Mr. Rayburn was just sitting there kind of cleaning his fingernails.  He 

said, "How ya doin'?"  And I said, "Fine, sir.  I was told to come see you." 

 He said, "Yes.  I know that your boss is very sick and I know that you are keeping 

things going in his absence, and I just wanted to be useful."  You know, this man I could 

see—in looking back at that time, he was so nice, even with a flunky like I was around 

there.  He carefully explained, he said, you know sometimes things are a certain way. 

Maybe they don't seem right, but there are reasons for it.  He more or less talked in 

indirect terms like that.  And he kind of explained to me that was one of those things.  So, 

naturally, with that I forgot about it.  We couldn't pursue it any more, didn't pursue it any 

more.  Because, in those years he was Mr. Sam, and he was the undisputed leader.  He 

was much respected by everybody on both sides of the aisle, by everybody there.  So 

when he spoke the words, you had to understand that that was the situation.  But I can 

only say that I was impressed by the way he did it.  I don't even know if he knew I was 

from Texas, but he was just saying "I know you're a young fellow and dedicated to your 

boss, and dedicated to your ideals, but this is one you'd better just let go."  So obviously 

we did. 

 I subsequently got to visit with him because I became a friend of his AA, the 

fellow that did his biography. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Oh, D.B. Hardeman? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  D.B., yeah.  In fact D.B. and I got together prior to his death, 

we had a couple of nice lunches down in San Antonio.  We used to see each other there, 
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either by accident or on purpose, and sit down and have lunch.  D.B. used to come over 

when I was working on the Senate side.  He'd come over and visit, a very pleasant 

association. 

 

 RITCHIE:  It helped that you were from Texas. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Probably, I got to know in those years, during the year on the 

House side, and then even after I was on the Senate side, I got to know most of the Texas 

fellows.  They were a good bunch.  There are two or three of them still over there, Jack 

Brooks, Jake Pickle, and some of the old timers.  I think all of the rest weren't there thirty 

years ago. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Speaking of Texas congressmen, I understand that you also had some 

experiences with Maury Maverick. 

 

  VANDER ZEE:  That's right.  When I was a lad in San Antonio, in 

approximately 1939, I think that was the year, I had a newspaper route near my home. On 

the route was this gentleman whom I remember—I  never knew his name, or wasn't 

aware of his name at that time—but anytime I would be by in the evening for collection, 

he would always invite me in the house to sit me down in his living room.  And he'd 

expound on the affairs of the city of San Antonio.   

I didn't consider that particularly peculiar, but the peculiar side was why he would spend 

the time with me, his paper boy [laughs], on this subject matter.  I later learned he was 

Maury Maverick Sr., who was then the mayor of San Antonio, and had previously been a 
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congressman from that area in Washington.  After I was in Washington and working in 

politics, I became friends with James H. Rowe, Jr.  Jim was a practicing lawyer here at 

the time I knew him, and a partner with a fellow named Tommy Corcoran.  They were 

pretty well known in Democratic circles because of their service with President Roosevelt 

during his time in the White House. 

 Rowe used to tell me these great stories about Maverick.  Among others, that the 

president always called him the most aptly named man in American politics.  He said, on 

one particular occasion that he had gone against the president—voted against him—on a 

measure that was very vital to Roosevelt.  It might have been the Supreme Court bill, I 

forget just which it was.  But Jim, who was apparently privy to some of the conversations 

in those years at the White House said that the president had him down and asked him, 

"Maury, how in the world could you do that to me."  And Maverick's response was, "I 

didn't do it to you, Mr. President, because you weren't being yourself.' [laughs] 

 Then Rowe also related stories he used to tell about Maverick after his defeat.  He 

was defeated by a man named Paul Kilday.  Kilday was a local attorney whose brother 

was a sheriff and controlled what there was of the organization in those days, and it was 

largely an Irish-Catholic—well, not just Irish Catholic.  It  
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was Catholic, period, which included a great many of the Latinos in the area.  So, Rowe 

apparently was querying  Maverick about his defeat and what happened, and one of his 

responses was, "All I can tell you, Jim, is that those nuns were lined up there at the polls 

like a bunch of penguins." [laughs]  But it was after that that he became mayor.  He was 

not a man of the power-elite.  He was a man of the common people, and, I guess, would 

be branded a liberal. 

 But he did things for the City of San Antonio that, literally, are the centerpiece of 

San Antonio today.  For one thing, he got a public works—WPA, Works Progress 

Administration—project there that was then called the Beautification of the San Antonio 

River.  It was not a river; it was an old, dirty canal.  But that has become San Antonio's 

centerpiece.  That alone, along with the Alamo, have made San Antonio the number one 

tourist destination—not only in Texas but, I understand, much of the country.  Ranks as 

one of the top tourist destinations in the country.  And this has to be attributed directly to 

Maury Maverick's foresight in the 1930s.  

 But there is an element within San Antonio, the old control group—there's such a 

group in most cities, the moneyed people, the banks and what have you—to whom his 

name is still anathema.  Maverick's name is anathema still to these people, the second 

generation, second and third by now. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Did you have any sense when you were growing up that your family 

had any political leanings? 
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 VANDER ZEE:  No.  None whatever.  As I said, my father died very early when 

I was just barely nine years old, the oldest of three boys.  My mother was very much 

apolitical. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Well, when you started out working for a Democratic congressman, 

were you applying only to Democrats, or would you have worked for a Republican at that 

stage?  Had you made up your own political mind then? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah, pretty much, because I always did—and still do—

identify myself with the working people of this country.  I was raised among them.  I 

think they're what makes not only our country but the world go around.  I've tried to 

associate with, and know, and understand people in the elite and the banking and investor 

class, the upper social classes.  But I've never been able to read them.  I think this is some 

of what Mr. [George] Bush is encountering today.  I think they forgot about those folks.  

We don't know yet, but it may very well abbreviate his presidency with the way things 

are going. 

 Our Democratic presidents always seem to be acutely aware of the fact that the 

pocketbook issue is always going to be the first one.  If you go back and track the 

philosophies of the really outstanding leaders on the Democratic side, either in the 

presidency or in the Congress, they had this policy, spoken or unspoken, that if you let 

your working man have a decent livelihood so that he could support his family, better his 

station in life,  
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educate his children, that the rest of the society would take care of itself.  I think that in 

the last ten or fifteen years that thing has been lost sight of.  Oh, it's not just that, because 

we know there is also the Republican political philosophy which seems to pay great 

homage and worship before the golden calf of the so-called free market.  What they may 

have forgotten is that now the free market is the world market.  And you kind of 

automatically make yourself a Third-World country if you go, if you pursue that to its 

ultimate end.  You penalize your people greatly.  I think that's what's been happening, 

because there's no hindrance.  The people that control the economy, the means of 

production, the capital, they flee to those low-labor areas and we can see the result here.  

We have just exported so much of our economy to other parts of the world. 

 So, we're going to see how it comes out pretty soon.   

 

 RITCHIE:  It's a real watershed, I think. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah, no question. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Well, let's move up to when you went to work for Hubert Humphrey 

in the 1960 presidential campaign.   

 

 VANDER ZEE:  I encountered this friend of mine, Bob Barrie, who was in 

charge of the campaign.  He had already been anointed.  Of course, everybody that 

worked for Humphrey on his regular staff,  
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Herb Water, his press assistant—no, I guess Herb was his AA at that time—another 

fellow named Bill Connell who was his legislative assistant, everybody was involved, but 

it was necessary to develop a specialty campaign staff.  Not having anything better to do 

at the time, I signed on and was promptly dispatched to West Virginia, in January of 

1960, to begin to organize matters over there for a May 10th primary.  And I proceeded 

to do that. 

 I spent the next four months over there.  I considered myself a very low-level 

organizing type.  I was out on the hustings going from county to county.  I did the 

advance work when Humphrey actually physically came into the state, and spent the rest 

of the time on organizational work.  And then after the primary was lost on May the 10th, 

I found myself elevated to campaign manager. [laughs]  Seemed like nobody else wanted 

the job! [laughs] 

 

 RITCHIE:  Campaign manager for West Virginia? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  For West Virginia [laughs] at that point.  Some of these old 

pros—I was a neophyte—some of these old pros have a way of switching the titles 

around when things don't go too well.  I've always had a good laugh with them about that. 

 

 RITCHIE:  That was the campaign where Humphrey claimed that the Kennedys 

were spending so much money in West Virginia. 
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 VANDER ZEE:  Yes.  It was.  I mean, we had people who had declared with us 

from early on; and, the last four or five days before the primary I began to call people, 

sheriffs—people who were our county chairmen—and they were, for the first time during 

that whole period, they were unavailable.  They were busy somewhere.  They couldn't be 

found.  So I knew we had serious problems, and I got in the car and started driving, 

particularly in the southern part where the vote, honest to pete, is controlled.  I mean, that 

was the situation then, everybody knows it that's ever studied the situation.  It became 

apparent—I would go to a courthouse where our posters had been up since day one, and 

they were down; and Kennedy's were up.  And the sheriff was gone.  He was up in the 

hills somewhere.  There was a Syd Christie who was the boss in McDowell County.  I'll 

never forget his telephone number.  He lived in Keystone, West Virginia, and his 

telephone number was number three.  I never knew who had one and two.  But he 

became a federal judge, appointed as a federal judge by President Kennedy after the 

election.  But he delivered a solid—I think up in the eighty percentile range—county 

down there.  Big population county. 

 So it was a very intense effort within the last few days.  Everyone that claimed to 

have knowledge that I talked to said it was all greed.  People who were astounded by the 

result—people who had covered the campaign from its beginning—two that I remember 

in particular were Bill Lawrence, who was then with the New York Times, and Alan 

Otten.  Bill's dead, but I think Alan is still  
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alive.  Alan Otten of the Wall Street Journal, and I believe if a person went back to the 

archives and checked their stories filed on the 8th or 9th of May, they were riding the 

buses, they were tromping around following things rather closely, seeing the parades the 

turnouts, etc. etc.  I believe both of them filed stories saying it was Humphrey by 60-40.  

And when the result came out virtually opposite, they were astounded. 

 Otten told me some time after that they had put about six or eight reporters into 

the field down there to find out what happened.  And he said, without mentioning names, 

he said they had established where it came from, who carried it into the state, and who 

distributed it.  But, he said, we could never establish who got it.  And I don't know 

whether this was just his story to me to tell me they tried or what.  I told him at the time, I 

said, "Alan that's obvious.  The last two people never tell.  Neither the giver nor the 

getter.  And, so I don't think you'd ever be able to make that connection for the record, 

and name names."  

 But anyway, it was a massive, massive influx of money.  There were families, I 

mean they had cash, they had cars, they were hauling people.  It was a very well done 

thing.  We simply—there was no way with our resources, I don't think we spent a million 

in the entire effort.  And their expenditure had to be five or six times that, too.  I think 

this has been well studied out.  I've had calls over the years.  I had a call from an author 

in West Virginia as recently as within the last two or three years, wanting to talk about 

this.  Somehow he ran me down in Texas, and he'd been on  
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Kennedy's staff.  I forget his name, but he said he was writing a book.  He'd been working 

for Kennedy, so he had it from that side.  But he knew a lot had happened that he didn't 

know about. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Did you cross paths with the Kennedy organizers while you were 

working the state for Humphrey? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Not a whole lot.  We had meetings when we were organizing 

the TV debate there in Charleston.  I think it was just a statewide hookup.  We had a 

conference with Larry and Ken O'Donnell.  Larry . . . 

 

 RITCHIE:  O'Brien 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Larry O'Brien, thank you.  You know more of these names than 

I.  I'm not good on names any more.  I used to be letter perfect, but I've given up on it.  So 

we had a conference at the press club building there in Charleston that we always 

frequented.  It was the best food in town.  We'd eat there, and we'd seen one another.  But 

we didn't have a whole lot of contact. 

 The attorney general in West Virginia was a fellow named Wally Barron, and he 

was running for governor that year on the Democratic ticket.  It was widely believed that 

he had the best organization in the state.  And we were trying to get Wally's organization 

to give us their full support.  We thought we were doing well in that direction.  We had a 

lot of lip service.  I think what they were  
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able to discern late in the game was that this influx—in fact, I feel that maybe they 

benefitted, their organization benefitted somewhat from that influx of cash.  Because I 

remember one time I had an appointment with Kurt Trent who was Barron's top assistant.  

Incidently, all of these people wound up going to the penitentiary later on. 

 Anyway, I went to see Trent, and he shuttled me down the hall a couple of 

offices, put me in a room.  And in a little bit I heard Larry O'Brien's voice, and—I forget 

at just what phase the campaign—but I have a hunch there was a lot of crossing and 

double crossing going on.  And it was pretty much who could bring the most money to 

their game.  Ultimately that turned out to be the Kennedys. 

 Now, I've always been fascinated—I have a hunch that, while Barron's people 

benefitted from an influx of Kennedy money they also managed to alienate the Kennedys.  

Later I think Bobby Kennedy went to great pains to put all those guys in the federal 

penitentiary.  So he apparently was unhappy with the effort they made, or the amount it 

cost, because he put Barron in.  He put Trent in.  He put Clarence Ellmore in.  Clarence 

Ellmore became the liquor commissioner under Barron.  Ellmore and Trent were his two 

top lieutenants when he was running for governor.  And after his election, those fellows 

as well as some lesser individuals all did time on various charges.  Once again, when you 

can focus the resources of the U.S. Department of Justice on somebody, you're going to 

get them for something.  And they did.  I've always  
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figured it was a personal vendetta brought about by that campaign.  Otherwise, why not 

leave them alone? 

 

 RITCHIE:  How was Humphrey as a campaigner? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Superb.  Superb.  As anybody that knew him could tell you, he 

had the quickest recuperation capabilities I've ever seen in a human being.  As I recall, he 

was in his late forties, second half of his forties, when we made that run.  I don't recall his 

birth date or any exact ages.  But he could wear out two or three staffs.  He just had that 

kind of stamina.  He had the capability to catnap either on planes, buses, wherever it was.  

And, while we were doing the campaigning out of a bus, we'd watch him because, as 

we'd approach a town, nobody would wake him.  He'd just pop up, look around, start 

combing his hair.  It was like he had a radar that there were going to be people there, you 

see.   

 And he thrived on it.  He loved to appear before people.  And as a youngster, I 

enjoyed being associated with him.  He was an activist.  It was total immersion.  And 

when you're young, you're ready for that.  That's what you want in a candidate.  Nobody 

could outwork him.  And he was a very decent human being.  He was a lot of fun to be 

with.  I think that Humphrey's personal magnetism, ebullience, all the rest of it is best 

demonstrated—I was amazed by this when I saw it just within the last three or four 

years—it was whenever Barry Goldwater retired.  Goldwater did one of those last 

interviews with Barbara Walters on the occasion of his  
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departure from the Senate.  And I think it was her last question of that interview.  She 

said, Senator Goldwater, after your years in public service, what politician did you like 

the best.  And he didn't hesitate or wink an eye.  He said, "Hubert Humphrey."  And I 

thought that was rather remarkable given the polarity of their personal politics. 

 So, he was just that kind of a guy.  To know him was pretty much to like him.  He 

just didn't have a mean bone in him.  I think had he had some meanness, he would have 

been more effective; because he never—people who knew him better than I, agree—he 

would never exact that retribution or that pound of flesh after somebody had double-

crossed him.  And I think for the effective politician, it's the fear of things he can do to 

you.  You've got to have some of that going.  Terrible to say that.  I'm sure that part of 

Humphrey's esteem, and love, and the regard in which he was held by people was 

because he wasn't that way.  And what a lot of people maybe don't remember is that he 

thrived in a Republican state as a Democrat.  I think a great deal of it was just that 

personal thing people had for him.  A lot of Republicans had to be voting for him all the 

time out there. 

 I saw a newspaper story just before the Super Bowl [in Minneapolis], that 

someone was wondering who the athlete was that the [Hubert H. Humphrey] Metrodome 

was named after.  It shows you how soon they forget.  That's why you historians are so 

important, I guess, to keep the great unwashed knowledgeable about things, or at least to 

preserve the truth. 
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 RITCHIE:  Well, after the West Virginia primary, Humphrey's campaign was 

pretty well over, in many ways. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Oh, yeah.  In fact, that night, May the tenth, down in our old 

store-front headquarters there in downtown Charleston, he made his withdrawal 

statement. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Where did that leave you? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Unemployed.  I came back to town.  I'd had a friend over on the 

House side named Charlie Brown.  Charlie Brown was a congressman from the state of 

Missouri, and he had been a staff man to [Harry] Truman when Truman was a senator.  

Subsequently he had gone back home and been elected to Congress.  He was a great 

public servant, Charlie was.  I think he had worked with the Ralston Purina people.  

Charlie had a great public flair as a promoter and that type of thing.  I think he worked 

with some of the country music people from Nashville over the years.  But in any event 

he had himself elected congressman from the Springfield area.  Springfield is the biggest 

city in that district, southwest Missouri that would be. 

 Charlie had taken on the responsibility for Stuart Symington's campaign.  So he 

got in touch with me and asked me if I could come over there and hook up with him, and 

I was delighted because he gave me something to do.  And I spent the time from May, 

just a couple or three months, I think we had a July convention in Los  
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Angeles that year.  I spent that time with the Symington campaign.  I went out West for 

them.  Through Jim Rowe, and people like that, I had Montana contacts.  I know I was in 

Montana working that state convention just before I went to Los Angeles.  And I guess I 

was in some other areas, too. And that was a very pleasant experience because 

Symington was a fine man.   

 

 RITCHIE:  How would you compare Symington as a candidate with Humphrey 

as a candidate? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Well, there really was no comparison as far as their desire to 

get out there and get among them, you know.  Symington was more taciturn.  A great 

gentleman, but he just didn't—you know, everybody has his own way of going about it.  

And Symington's was more through the organization, the old friends that he had within 

the party from his days as Air Force secretary and senator, friend of Mr. Truman's and all 

of that.  His family was active.  He had two boys, Tim and Jim.  I don't remember if there 

were other active family members in the Symington family or not.  I saw Jim down the 

street the other day.  He's in a law firm that a friend of mine heads, guy named Pat 

O'Connor.  He's an old Minnesotan.  Pat and I first got acquainted back in 1960 in that 

Humphrey campaign. 

 But, I grew to have an even greater respect for Senator Symington after I came up 

and worked on the Hill.  He always had an  
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ear.  He'd listen to staff guys.  Not necessarily his own, just anybody he knew. 

 

 RITCHIE:  When you were out in the West, Ted Kennedy was handling a lot of 

that territory for the Kennedy campaign. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Um-hmmm. 

 

 RITCHIE:    Did you come in contact with him at that point? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Not directly.  He was in Montana.  We thought we had 

Montana pretty well under control for Symington.  And we had a group out there.  We 

took a plane and four or five of us, a half a dozen people, and I think practically everyone 

else was from Missouri.  They were politicians, guys from the Missouri Farmers 

Alliance, MFA people.  We went out there and worked it pretty thoroughly for quite 

awhile and thought we were in good shape.  They were electing their delegates by state 

convention.  We overlooked the strength of a little group of Irishmen from down in the 

copper town. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Butte?  Or Billings? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  No, it was in the southwest corner, where the Anaconda mine 

is.  It's Butte's sister city, Anaconda as a matter of fact.  In any event, they came into 

town, and they started  
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hammering pretty hard in the day or two just prior to the convention of the delegate 

selection.  There was a state chairman, whom I should remember.  But I watched the 

lights.  They had him up in their hotel.  The lights never went out the night before the 

convention.  And he died of a heart attack the next morning, on the start of the 

convention.  They got a majority of the delegates out of Montana, as I recall.  I may be 

wrong about that.  We had some, but we didn't do as well as we expected.  They pulled 

that old power play, and they hammered the hell out of those people. 

 You know, you get a tough Irishman, you've got a guy who is not going to quit.  

They had several of those that they used.  Effective?  Yes.  How many friends it wins you 

in the long run?  I don't know.  I don't know. 

 

 RITCHIE:  It was quite a juggernaut.   

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Oh, yes. 

 

 RITCHIE:  And you came up against it all over the country. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Oh, sure.  Sure.  It was a well financed and...   They weren't the 

darlings of the media as individuals that they'd become in subsequent years.  But they 

still had it going.  And everybody knew that Poppa Joe was feeding the thing.  But I think 

what everybody overlooked—I certainly did—for instance, in West Virginia he had some 

kind of ties into the very top of those coal  
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companies and made life just miserable for them because the people just got all kind of 

pressure put on them from their bosses, you know, their employers.  Tough deal.  Tough 

deal.  And this was directly through, you know, this was a kind of an umbrella over 

politics, but it was there, and it was effective.  There was no question about it.  And those 

contacts came from years and years of that Wall Street stuff, because all that coal was 

owned by somebody else.  Hell, nobody in West Virginia owned any of it.  So, yeah, it  

was a hell of a coordinated effort. 

 The theory is that the ones the candidate or his brothers couldn't reach their dad 

apparently had a way to get to.  But we scared the hell out of them in West Virginia.  We 

really did.  They knew that Jack's effort rode on whether or not he could prevail in a 

relatively non-catholic area, as West Virginia was advertised as being.  I guess it is, I 

really don't know.  But because they knew that, and because through the course of the 

campaign, just as Otten and Lawrence read it, it looked like Humphrey was going to win 

it pretty handily.  They knew that they had to do something drastic, and they did it!  And 

it worked. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Did you go on to Los Angeles for the convention? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Oh, yeah, sure.  I was with the Symington people out there.  

Nobody knew if Stevenson was going to have any steam left.  He wasn't making a 

particular effort.  So, you couldn't read that.  And Johnson had taken the tactic of just 

sitting on the  
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sidelines.  As you may recall, he was just going to tend to business and run the Senate.  

And did, by and large. 

 People like Jim Rowe, who was an old friend of Johnson's had come over and was 

working with us for Humphrey because he said, "Hell, I've got to have a candidate!  And 

Johnson won't run; and, therefore, I'm going to get with the guy that's going."  That was 

the idea of a lot of us. 

 So in Los Angeles, Symington's strategy was that, if Johnson—or anybody else—

I guess Johnson was the logical one, I don't think anybody really figured Stevenson 

would come back into it—although he did get a hell of a rousing hand and all that.  There 

was a good bit of excitement when his name was put in nomination.  I think Gene 

McCarthy made the speech. 

 It was basically the strategy of Symington that if Kennedy and Johnson somehow 

managed to deadlock one another that maybe he would be a compromise choice.  Didn't 

work and really never got off the ground.  But that was the whole thing.  We had a 

conference—I say, "we"—Charlie Brown and I talked with Humphrey about swinging 

any support he might have over to Symington.  And he did have some Wisconsin 

delegates.  He had some in West Virginia.  He had delegates from other areas that could 

have been pushed anywhere he wanted to go.  But Symington never ever really got a big 

enough head of steam going to make it work.  We talked about it as late as the night 

before the vote at the convention. 

 

 RITCHIE:  There was a lot of talk that Symington might be the vice presidential 

candidate. 
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 VANDER ZEE:  I don't recall that.  I'm sure you're right.  I don't recall it myself.  

I just don't have any feel for that. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Were you surprised when Johnson took second place on that ticket? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  A bit.  My acquaintance with Mr. Johnson just went back to 

when I worked here.  I guess I met him in '60.  But, I'll tell you a story involving him and 

all the others.  They all came over to West Virginia a few nights before the primary—I 

mean the candidates that year, that would have been Senator Johnson, Senator Kennedy, 

Senator Symington, and Senator Humphrey.  The occasion was a political gathering in 

Clarksburg, West Virginia, a few days before the West Virginia primary.  I remember the 

primary was on the 10th May, and this date could be established exactly because it was 

the day that Francis Gary Powers was shot down in a U-2 over the Soviet Union. [On 

May 5 the Soviet Union announced that it had shot the plane down on May 1.]  I was 

waiting up in the hotel up in Clarksburg, where we were staying, and when Humphrey 

came in he said, "I was just downstairs and Johnson's down there having a press 

conference and talking about the possibility of beginning World War III.  It's something 

about one of our planes  
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being shot down over Russia."  He said, "I don't know what it's about and I'm wondering 

what I should say." 

 It just happened to be one of those situations where because of my intelligence 

time in the Navy, and also my contacts with some CIA people whom I had known from 

my FBI times, I was aware of the existence of that aircraft.  Furthermore, I had had 

occasion to fly on a navy plane to Laughlin Air Force Base in Del Rio, Texas, with a 

navy friend, and one of my specialties in the intelligence school was teaching the 

identification of the world's military aircraft.  So when I saw these aircraft on the ground 

in Del Rio, I knew that they weren't a part of my curriculum.  When I inquired about the 

aircraft there at Del Rio, I was told that it was simply a classified aircraft.  Subsequently, 

that evening, the navy aviator with whom I was flying turned out to be a friend of the 

base commander, and after we had gone to the BOQ and changed clothes and gone over 

to the Officers' Club to use our complimentary drink chits, we met the commander of the 

base, and since they had been old friends from joint maneuvers somewhere, they readily 

told us—once they found out what his assignment was—that they were staging out of Del 

Rio with the U-2, and that they went to Turkey principally, and other locations, and flew 

missions over the Soviet Union.  So with that information, I advised Senator Humprhey 

that I didn't think it would be appropriate for him to comment, simply let that be 

President Eisenhower's airplane, and if there was any explaining to do about it, let him 

explain it. [laughs]  And it was one of those times when strangely enough Senator 

Humphrey did just  
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that, instead of getting involved.  I thought it was an opportune situation where we just 

happened to have the knowledge at the time that perhaps kept him from getting involved.  

There is not much more significance about that, except that the purpose of the meeting 

that night was to give the candidates a chance to air their candidacy before the people of 

West Virginia, even though only two of the four were formally entered in the West 

Virginia primary. 

 An earlier story relating to Johnson involved my next-door neighbor in Texas at 

this little country home where my family lived.  It was a summer home for this neighbor, 

whose name was Wright Morrow.  He was the national committeeman and Texas 

Democratic chairman.  He and his family lived in Houston, and they'd come out 

frequently. about two-hundred and fifty miles to the hills, where he had this summer 

place out by a pretty little river there.  And his kids kind of grew up with us.  We hung 

out together during summers.  He had a couple of daughters.  I knew he was a big shot.  

When I was a kid, I knew he was a big shot in Texas state politics and national politics.  

National committeeman.  But, we never talked about it.  I just wasn't into that zone at that 

time. 

 When I graduated from college I was there working on my mother's place one 

day.  He came over, and he said, "Rein, what are you going to do now that you got out of 

college?"  I said, "Well, I'm waiting to see if I'll be picked up by the FBI, Mr. Morrow."  I 

said, "I made an application and I still have a little time before graduation actually takes 

place."  And he said, "Well, if  
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you'd like for me to, Howard McGrath is a good friend of mine, and I'll give him a call 

for you."  I said, "Oh, gosh, Mr. Morrow, I've been specifically warned that anything like 

that would be inadvisable because of the way Mr. Hoover is about any influence or 

politics." 

 But he said, "Okay, but let me know if I can help you."  So that was the end of 

that.  Then, after I was in the FBI, I was married some nine months into the FBI.   I 

married my college sweetheart, and we had gone back to Texas on annual leave.  And, 

again, we were visiting my mother's home.  They were there, Morrow and his wife.  And 

it was a winter, I remember that.  Anyway, they invited my wife and me down for drinks.  

By this time, it's either late '52 or '53.  He and I went out in the kitchen to stir up a drink 

and he starts talking about "this no good SOB, that damn Johnson," see.  I said, "Gosh, 

Mr. Morrow, I know you've been chairman of the party and all, and I didn't know you 

were so bitter about that fella." 

 And he said, "Well, he just has a way of forgettin' who put him where he is."  And 

this struck me—because this was a very good and decent man.  I mean, he was good to 

little kids, big kids, old women, he was just that kind of guy.  Widely loved, and well 

thought of.  A Houston attorney.  He'd gotten rich, even though he's a lawyer, by doing 

acquisitions in the early days of the east Texas oil fields.  You can read in books how he 

got there.  He was a friend of Jessie Jones, George Brown, those people.  In fact, he told 

me that night, he said, "Jessie Jones and George Brown and I  
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made it possible for this man to be sitting in the United States Senate today.  It was us 

who paid for the helicopter."  You know, that kind of stuff.   

 He was very put out with Johnson because Johnson had chosen—now Morrow 

had gone with the Shivercrats, and the Dixiecrats, you see, in that '52 campaign, and 

Johnson had gone the other way.  There may have been something more personal, but his 

message was, the moral of his story was that Johnson will drop you like a bad habit the 

minute that you no longer serve his interest. 

 When I came to work over on the Senate side, one day I was sitting around 

chewing the fat with [Bobby] Baker, and I told him that story.  And he knew who Wright 

Morrow was.  Some time later, after Baker departed the Hill and Johnson made the 

"Bobby who?" television appearance, Baker said "You remember that story about your 

friend in Texas?  He damn sure was right." [laughs] 

 Just one aside on it.  Baker subsequently was invited down to the ranch many 

years later [in 1972].  In fact Baker and his wife came and stayed at my house.  Walter 

Jenkins called me from Austin and asked me to come over there and pick them up, that he 

was going to be a guest there, and they had requested that I meet them.  So I got a car, 

went over Austin, picked them up, and gave them a car.  And they went on and stayed 

with Johnson.  And then they came and stayed at our house. 

 I always ribbed Baker.  I said, "Well, did he want to make amends?  Or did he just 

want to find out how many chapters you're going to do on him in your book?"  Bobby 

said, "Well, Rein, the  
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guy's dying."  And he did die just ninety days or 120 days later.  I think it was in 

November, and didn't Johnson die along in February or March? 

 

 RITCHIE:  Right.  That was November, '72, I think that Baker went down to the 

ranch.  Johnson died the next winter. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Just a very short time after.  Well, I'm losing the chain of 

thought.  In any event, this fellow Morrow had told me about his source of dissatisfaction 

with Johnson.  So, while Wright Morrow to me was a very wonderful man, he had opted 

to go with the Shivercrats, which was a wing of the Dixiecrats in that '52 year.  And I was 

unable, and still would be unable, to fault Johnson as a national office holder to have 

caved into that pressure.  I think Johnson in the interest not only of his own political 

career but the national party simply couldn't.  And they failed to understand that.  They 

thought he ought to do what they told him.  So he took a hike on them, or at least Morrow 

felt he'd taken a hike.  I don't know if they ever did get the hatchet buried.  I doubt it.  

Too bitter.  Real bitter.   

 Bitterness was not a part of this man, you see; but he was still bitter about that. 

 

 RITCHIE:  What was your impression of Lyndon Johnson as a person at that 

time? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  At that time I didn't know him.  See, at the time of this 

conversation I was telling you about was '53; and I didn't get to know him for seven or 
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eight years later.  My first real contact with him was in 1960.  After the convention, I 

came back to town.  Most of us that were out of work went on the Inaugural Committee.   

 Oh, wait a minute.  I've got to back up.  The campaign came after the convention.  

And in the campaign, Rowe (who had been appointed Kennedy-Johnson liaison) was 

responsible for having me appointed—out of his experience with me, he took a liking to 

me in the Humphrey campaign—he had me appointed director of scheduling for Johnson.  

So I was down working out of the national committee, and handling Johnson's schedule.  

That was the year [Richard] Nixon pledged to appear personally in every one of the fifty 

states.  We realized, or we felt that that was not a thing for our presidential candidate to 

do, that we would divide it between the two of them, and let Johnson handle some of the 

little low-vote states early on.   One of the things we laid on very early after a 

conference up in—now when Kennedy was nominated, Johnson as Majority Leader was 

in what we called P-38 in those days.  I don't know if it is still P-38, but it's that suite of 

rooms off the Senate Reception Room. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Yes.  [S-211] 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  It was just referred to in those days P-38.  Anyway, right across 

where Joe Stewart is now was Joe Duke's  
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office.  Joe Duke was Sergeant at Arms.  It was that end of the principal floor that was 

occupied by Johnson and Joe Duke.  Well, after the nomination, Joe Duke was a pretty 

capable politician, he said, "Senator Kennedy, I want you to take my office over and use 

it for your office."   So Kennedy did.  And Rowe and I went up there.  Rowe and I and 

Dick McGuire were there.  I think we were the only ones.  After we had formulated a 

rough schedule, we went up to the office where Joe Stewart is now, and we sat down with 

Senators Kennedy and Johnson and we talked about this schedule.  We had set it up for 

Johnson to go out to Hawaii very early on, because Hawaii was a three-vote state, and 

you would lose a day getting out there and back. 

 Johnson started demurring, and we couldn't understand why.  And he'd already 

agreed to this through Rowe.  Rowe had been passing the stuff to me.  In turn, we had a 

vice president—Smith had given us some guy who was a vice president of American 

Airlines. 

 

 RITCHIE:  C. R. Smith, right? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Right.  And they had to take a plane out of the fleet.  They had 

to put beds in it and work it all over.  In other words, it would be a plane lost to them as a 

revenue producer to be this campaign plane to go out to Hawaii to do all that stuff.  We 

had committed to that on this basis, and the guy at the time told me, "Now, this has gotta 

be."  He said, "Are you sure this is for  
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real?"  Because, he said, "my ass is mud if for some reason this doesn't come off." 

 And I said, "Well, I just have it on the authority of Jim Rowe; and he got it from 

Johnson that it's a go."  Well, when we got in that little scheduling deal, Johnson started 

demurring.  We didn't know why, but it didn't take long to find out.  The Senate was in 

session.  He called this Senator Long in from off the floor, Senator Long from Hawaii.  I 

forget his first name. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Oren. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  You got it!  Hot damn, you're good.  He said, Senator, Oren, 

whatever, he said "tell these fellas what you been telling me about the advisability of 

going out there to Hawaii in the beginning of the campaign."  Naturally, any senator is 

going to do this to you.  He said, "Well, hell, it's too early."  He said, "you're not going to 

get any crowds."  And this killed Johnson, you know, no crowds.  And he gave him all 

these reasons why it'd be a lousy deal.  And all of them self-serving, because everybody 

wants to have the candidate as everybody knows in the last damn week!   

 But you just couldn't afford the time and all of that to do that.  So, after we went 

ahead and did the rest of the schedule Johnson asked us to come into P-38.  When we got 

in there, Walter Jenkins, I guess, was there.  Rowe was adamant.  He said, "Senator you 

committed to the Hawaii trip."  He says, "You put a lot of  
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people in a very, very difficult position if you won't live up to it." 

 Johnson said [in a higher pitched voice], "I didn't agree to that."  He said, "Walter, 

what did you understand about me going?"  And Walter did what Walter had to do, he 

hedged.  And Rowe said, "Well, Vander Zee, how about you?"  I said, "Well, of course, I 

made the commitment to American Airlines based on what you conveyed to me that there 

was a 'go' deal."  From that day forward through that campaign when we left there that 

night, I was replaced as director of scheduling.  Johnson never spoke to Rowe.  They 

didn't speak for years.  It was several years!  And Johnson was back at the White House 

before he called Rowe back.  Over that.  He didn't go!  And nobody went, and we carried 

Hawaii anyway. 

 So, that was just an example of the way he is.  But Oren Long had convinced him 

he just wouldn't even be noticed out there.  And that killed that deal.  But, oh, I liked him 

anyway.  I think he was a very vain guy in many ways, but overall, I would approve him, 

because I knew where he came from.  After all, he came out of the Roosevelt mold, out 

of that New Deal.  He tried to do all that.  He wanted to be another Lincoln.  He did his 

damnedest with his Great Society, civil rights, and all the rest of that stuff.  And, as we all 

know, with his knowledge of the Congress and the individuals in the wake of the 

Kennedy assassination, it was a rare combination of events there when you could have 

passed anything. 

 Kennedy, on the other hand, was unable to get anything.  I don't believe any 

Kennedy measures would have gone through the  
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Congress at all the way things were going during his time.  You could just see it.  The 

members weren't going to cooperate with him, even though he was out of their own party.  

You could just feel it around the floor.  I wasn't privy to the real inside conversations, but 

I was back in the cloakroom a lot, and I could hear the members talking and I'd get 

feedback from Baker and others.  And you could just see it during Kennedy's time.  It 

was just going to bog down and get to be a tough go.  Suddenly, because of his death and 

because Johnson had the opposite kind of a thing—he was the professional guy out of the 

Senate.  Kennedy, you know, was always considered an absentee kind of guy.  Not too 

dedicated to his work. 

 Well, it turned around.  And here he had this beautiful opportunity to pass any 

damn thing he pleased.  And he did.  Now we all have to debate whether or not it was for 

the benefit of the country.   

 

 RITCHIE:  To go back.  He dropped you as in charge of his scheduling then? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah.  A fellow named Jim Blundell who was a top man for 

Bill Blakely out of Texas, I think.  He had been brought in.  I think Blakely was a major 

owner in Braniff Airlines.   

 

 RITCHIE:  Blakely took Johnson's seat eventually. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  He took the appointive seat there until the election when [John] 

Tower came in.  Jim Blundell came in and took the top scheduling job.  They didn't fire 
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me. I was there.  I just didn't have the top job any more because I had sided with Rowe.  

[laughs]  And you know, I didn't know until some years later because Rowe didn't tell 

me, the fact that he and Johnson had  ceased their communication.  And they were good 

friends.  Rowe was the guy that greeted Johnson into the White House when Johnson 

came to Congress in whatever year that was, '37, '38, I guess it was.  So their friendship, 

their acquaintance went way back.  It was ultimately restored.  Rowe was working with 

Johnson during Johnson's time in the White House. 

 

 RITCHIE:  A long time ago I went to interview Tommy Corcoran at their law 

firm, and I remember I had to wait for an hour in a waiting room that was filled with 

pictures of Lyndon Johnson  There was not a single other person on the wall except 

Lyndon Johnson. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Right. [laughs]  Well, I'm sure at various times he relied a lot 

on those fellows for their help and their knowledge.  You know, Rowe was the inside 

man, Corcoran was the outside man.  Their story is that Corcoran was so unpredictable 

Roosevelt wanted to keep him outside.  And he created most of those alphabet soup 

agencies during that time.  Brilliant guy.  When I last saw him he was walking down l6th 

Street with his chesterfield  
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on, looking up at the trees, whistling.  Seemed like a million miles away.   

 I have some interesting—are you interested in the so-called insider episodes? 

 

 RITCHIE:  Um-hummm. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Well, after the Bobby Baker thing, I went downtown and 

started practicing law the next year.  I saw that there wasn't going to be any place for me 

there.  Senator Mansfield was pretty much—what is the correct word?—he was shocked 

by the whole Baker thing, because he relied heavily on just leaving everything as it was.  

And when that happened, he, well, didn't know what to do for awhile.  But I could read 

the tea leaves rather quickly that my days were limited, and my intentions all along had 

been to depart.  I'd received my law degree from Georgetown and passed the D.C. bar 

just prior to the end of the year.  I planned to depart in early '64 anyway.  But because of 

the Baker thing and because I was assistant secretary, we were all subject to being tarred 

with the same brush.  Reporters were running all over the Hill trying to get the goods on 

everybody about some kind of wrong doing.   

 I seldom went to the offices that we had over in the West Front.  But I went down 

one day to a desk that was mine and I had a key to, and the desk had been pried open with 

some kind of a tool.  The lock had been broken.  I looked down, and I couldn't see  
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that anything was missing.  I didn't have that much stuff there.  But later on a friend of 

mine came around, Bob Novak, who at that time, I think, was with the Wall Street 

Journal, I forget.  But he came around, and he said, "Rein, I think you ought to know—

you've been a friend, and you've helped me—and I think you ought to know," he said, "I 

can't identify them for you, I'm not going to, but somebody's trying to peddle a piece of 

goods on you.  A reporter is trying to do this," and he said "I wouldn't touch it; but others 

might; and I think you ought to at least be aware of it." 

 Well, what I subsequently learned was that one of the things that had been taken 

from my desk was a personal letter from a guy named Joe Reber in Montana.  Joe Reber 

was a party guy out there.  He was very successful.  He'd been a plumber out of Butte and 

Anaconda.  Anaconda was the name of this little town by Butte.  He had come out of that 

area.  Anyway, we were friends, and Joe had become very wealthy for his time and day 

because he had gotten to be such a good plumber, he was plumbing the holes in 

Malmstrom Air Force Base missile silos.  And this made him a fairly substantial citizen. 

 One time Joe was in town, and I ran into him, I think it was at the Carroll Arms.  

And he said, "Rein, do you have any friends in Boeing?"  Well, I said, "My gosh, that's 

something I don't have any contact with."  I said, "I don't work on those committees.  I 

think I know one or two guys around town that are identified as being Boeing lobbyists."  

And he said, "Well, if you ever have  
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occasion to say a good word for me, I'd sure like to get some more of those subcontracts."  

 That was the end of it, just a conversation like that. [laughs]  Well, he 

subsequently wrote me a letter—just a handwritten note.  Said "good to see you in 

Washington. How's the folks.  La dee da.  And, by the way, if you ever run into those 

people from Boeing, how about putting in a good word for me."  [laughs]  Well, now, 

Sarah McClendon.  There was an old gal named Grace somebody who was an old timer 

around here.  And she had keys to a lot of the things around the Capitol. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Oh, Grace Johnson. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah.  Yeah.  You got it. 

 

 RITCHIE:  She worked on the Rules Committee, didn't she? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  I don't know what she did, but she was reputed to have been a 

girl friend of both [Allen] Ellender's and [Carl] Hayden's.  And so Joe Duke wouldn't 

mess with her.  He knew she was running around with a bunch of keys to get in a lot of 

these places.  So, apparently, she'd let Sarah in, and they busted some desks, and mine 

was one of them.  So Sarah was the one that had this, and she must have thought: Boy I 

got this guy, he's fixing missile contracts!  And that's what she's peddling.  I told you I 

had to stick around a few months past the time I wanted to because  
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of the Baker investigation.  Senator Jordan's AA had me over, and I sat down with 

Senator Jordan and Bill [Cochrane].  And I said, "Gentlemen, I've been trying to leave the 

Hill to go downtown to practice law.  But nobody will tell me that I'm not going to be 

called as a witness before the committee because I was Bobby's assistant.  And I don't 

want to send out my announcements opening my law practice and have my first public 

act to be to come up here and testify before the Committee as if I'm under some cloud of 

suspicion." 

 And they said, "Well, you really aren't, Rein, except somebody's trying to say 

you're fixing missile contracts." [laughs]  This how crazy those things get, you know?  So 

Senator Jordan said to me, "Rein, how would you go about fixing a missile contract?"  I 

said, "Well, Senator, you just answered the question.  It's ridiculous."  By that time I 

knew about the letter, and I told him what I thought had happened.  And that's where it all 

came from.  So it died out.  But it gets so crazy around this place when that kind of thing 

is going on.  And somehow, someday, I hope that the people who are sent here by the 

public will take control of their damned institution and quit letting the newsies and a 

bunch of other people run it for them.  Until that happens, I don't see much hope for the 

future of the republic from what I've been a witness to or participant in. 

 So, naturally, when things like that happen, ultimately there's nothing to it.  But 

they get drug around for weeks and months, and it creates a lot of uncertainty, but finally 

I just  
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said, "Well, hell, I'm going on downtown and get after it."  And did.  And that was the 

end of it. 

 

 RITCHIE:  They never did call you back to testify? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  No, I was never called as a witness. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Could we still go back.  I'm curious about that 1960 campaign after 

the incident with Johnson.  What did you do for the remainder of the campaign? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Well, I continued to work on his scheduling department and 

then, when I saw that I had been shuffled off to Buffalo, I just went on the road doing 

advance work for Kennedy. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Did you do any of that famous southern tour that he did?  The 

whistle-stopping? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  No, that was all Bobby's show.  That was something laid on 

early because Bobby promoted the hell out of it, and Johnson went for it.  I know at the 

end of it there was a lot of friction.  Johnson made everybody sick on the damn trip.  

Baker finally told him off, I understand, down at the Roosevelt [Hotel] in New Orleans.  

Apparently they were having a little gathering, cocktails, what have you, appetizers.  

Johnson came in, and everybody kind of turned their backs.  The story I got is second-
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hand story.  Bud Lucky, the guy with [George] Smathers, was there.  He was working on 

it.  Baker can't drink, he's quit drinking today.  He doesn't drink any more.  It's impossible 

for him to.  It was impossible for him to then.  He shouldn't have been doing it.  Some 

guys can; some guys can't. 

 But he'd had a couple of shooters, and everybody, you know, in those situations 

you're always exhausted.  So Johnson took him aside and said something like, "Bobby 

why is everybody treatin' me the way they are?"  Bobby was supposed to have said, 

"Because you're a [expletive]!" [laughs]  And I imagine that happened. [laughs]  I wasn't 

there to hear it, but that was reported to me as what took place. 

 No, I didn't have part in it, but I was part of setting it up.  We blocked out the time 

for it.  But we kind of just turned that over to Baker—we assigned the advance guys to 

work with them.  So, anyway, I did advance jobs.  I advanced their only joint appearance, 

I recall, it's peculiar, as I told you, we made this effort to have them always cover 

everything by part.  But Kennedy and Johnson had one joint appearance, and it was 

Johnson's desire to have it.  I advanced his part of it along with one other guy, Bill Lloyd.  

In Amarillo, Texas of all peculiar places. Of course Amarillo, that's where Republicanism 

was born in the state of Texas in the modern era.   And it was a center, in Johnson's way 

of thought, for right-wing types.  So I advanced that with Bill.  And they flew in, each in 

their own planes and landed there and made this joint appearance.  Just an airport 

appearance.   
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It was a great embarrassment for me—in fact it was Bill Blakely's airline, I think, 

that did this to us.  Braniff?  Anyway, Amarillo had a fairly active airport there.  I asked 

the airport manager there if while the candidates were on the ground—it was just going to 

be a grandstand, loud speakers, crowd would be on the outside the fence on the apron—if 

they could just hold off having any landings or takeoffs for a few minutes.  He indicated 

that they could do that. 

 But these guys out of Dallas, these pilots, when Kennedy and Johnson got there, 

they went out and got in their goddamn planes and wound their engines up.  I mean, did it 

on purpose!  I remember Kennedy saying, "Boy this is the noisiest airport I've ever been 

in."   Those guys were doing just a straight harassment effort.  It was a pain in the ass.  It 

kind of ruined the appearance.  Which goes to show that when you get in that kind of a 

situation, no more would I take anybody's word.  I'd have to do something to assure that 

they would be turning them off.  But these weren't their people.  They were going to do 

everything they could to embarrass them. 

 

 RITCHIE:  There's a famous picture, and I wonder whether it was taken at that 

stop.  Kennedy is standing on the steps of the plane, and Johnson is two or three steps 

below him.  Johnson seems to be shouting off in the distance, and Kennedy has his hands 

on his shoulder and seems to be saying, "Calm down, Lyndon."   
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 VANDER ZEE:  Um-hmmm.  I have a hunch that I'm right in front of them in 

the picture because I went aboard the plane to give them a little briefing and tell them 

what we were going to do.  So I probably walked off right ahead.  But I know the one you 

mean.  I've seen it.  In fact, I think I've got it at home, and I think Johnson when he was 

veep he signed it for me up on the dais one day there at the Senate.  And I think he did it 

with a damned felt tip, which has just about faded out so you can't see it any more.  But 

anyway. 

 

 RITCHIE:  That picture seemed to capture the difference in personalities 

between the two men.  In fact, when I was a student in the 1960s I had a copy of that 

picture pasted up on the wall over my desk. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah. Yeah, that's the picture.  You described it very well.  I 

got a Burr hair cut in those days.  Bill Lloyd and I both, the other advance man. 

 

 RITCHIE:  The election was over.  The Democrats had won.  You came back 

and joined the inaugural committee, did you say? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah.  Then I finished out the year working on the inaugural 

committee.  In those days—well, same today—I didn't have two nickels to rub together.  

I was always looking for a payroll and couldn't do without one.  So my gang, more or 

less, we  
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all worked on the inaugural committee.  Bob Burkhart from New Jersey was running it 

that year.  Well, he was the executive director and there was a lawyer downtown.  He was 

chairman.  Again, I can't recall the name at the moment. 

 The job was get it put together.  We did that.  Then I again was going to be in 

limbo for employment for the following year.  So, when I saw things in the very 

beginning of '61 after the—well, the inauguration wasn't until the 20th of January.   

 

 RITCHIE:  There was a huge snow storm just the day before the inauguration. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Oh, God!  So as we were moving toward that the Senate had its 

early meeting there and it became apparent that Humphrey was going to take the whip 

slot.  He told me so.  I mean we were talking fairly regularly.  Well, I hit him up for a job.  

I said "Rather than try to be in the executive branch, I'd like to stay up here on the Hill.  

And if you're going to take that new job and you haven't got the spot for anybody else to 

take it, I'd like to have it."  And he wound up giving it to me.  He said, "I liked what you 

did for me in West Virginia and I'd like you to continue." He said, "Now we've got a little 

national political constituency, and I'd like you to handle my national politics."  He had 

me working basically on that and—a strange combination—on agriculture.  That was 

always a thing he had to stay close to.  So he had me doing those two things.  And taking 

care of that little  
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office of keeping in touch with the things right there that involved the whip office. 

 I did that then for '61, all that year.  And I was back in law school at nights.  As 

soon as we finished a day I would whip down there to 7th and E or wherever it was then.  

Then at the beginning of '62 there was a fellow that was Bobby's assistant.  Damn I can't 

remember.  Jay somebody [Jessop McDonnell].  He was assistant secretary.  Jay, for 

whatever reasons, he and Bobby had gotten on the outs.  Jay was a pal of [Edmund] 

Muskie's and this girl's boss, [Gale] McGee, and some others.  But, anyway, it wound up 

they canned him.  They had to have somebody for that job, so Humphrey thought it 

would be appropriate if I worked down there.  So I went down to the floor. 

 For me, I kind of liked it better because I was intent on getting that law degree.  

This is where I fell short as a Hill guy, and why I wasn't immersed more in policy and 

things like that.  I was going after that degree, and the little job there on the floor went a 

hell of a lot better with my studies than having an immersion-type job here where you're 

working late and having to get papers ready and all that.  It was pretty much a come-and-

go-type job. 

 We had a couple of good men over there.  Joe Stewart was one of them, and Dick 

Darling who ran our telephones in the cloakroom, were good about covering if you were 

away.  So I was able to make class every evening.  There was no paperwork burden, you 

know, things they do over there. We would record the votes, make sure the  
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members were informed when they came to the floor about why the bells were ringing 

and what was going on.  Supervise the page boys, all that stuff that orbits around the floor 

there. 

 Bobby was very preoccupied.  As we came to know later, he was doing a lot of 

stuff for Senator [Robert] Kerr, and probably others.  He had his own problems.  He had 

those outside investments he was working on, and the damn motel washing away in 

Ocean City—like I guess it nearly did again recently.  He had a lot of headaches that 

were distracting him.  So he wasn't at the floor a whole lot.  Joe [Stewart] and I kind of 

rode herd on that thing together during those two or three years. 

 Mansfield left us alone.  Of course, on the policy committee, we had Harry 

McPherson and his sidekick whoever he was at that time.   

 

 RITCHIE:  Jerry Siegel, maybe? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  No, Jerry had gone already.  I think there might have been a 

Ken Teasdale showed up around that time.  I remember his name.  And another guy.  

Charlie somebody . . . .  

 

 RITCHIE:  Charlie Ferris. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah!  Charlie was around during that time.  But it was 

basically a very good time.  I don't remember anybody having a long knife out.  I 

understand a lot of that type of stuff started  
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happening around here later on.  People liked their bosses.  Their bosses liked them.  

There was a great deal of staff camaraderie, across the aisle as well as with your own side 

of the aisle.  I guess Oliver Dompierre was as good a pal as I ever had on the Hill.  And 

Billy Brownrigg.  I knew Mark, but Mark and I didn't spend that much time together. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Mark Trice? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah.  Mark Trice.  Billy and I, and Oliver and I used to go 

down and have had a shooter with his boss, sometimes in the evening.  Everybody liked 

Senator Dirksen.  He was a good guy.  Then my two best staff friends—both Skeeter 

[Felton Johnston] and Joe Duke.  Joe Duke, subsequently, after he retired and was in 

Arizona, he came down to Texas and bought a piece of land from me and built a home, 

and was my neighbor.  He didn't stay but a year, he and his wife.  It was his intention 

when he came, but apparently she developed some allergies or had some arthritic 

condition that was aggravated down in that part of Texas.  So they moved back to 

Arizona. 

 But I still call him.  I didn't call him this Christmas, but I call Joe at least once a 

year to see how he's doing.  Those kind of friendships, you never lose them.  I was a 

rookie when I showed up around here.  Joe took me under his wing and just anything he 

could do to help me and my boss, it seemed like he was always there to do it.  Why?  I 

mean, he didn't have to.  And you appreciate  
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those things.  I realize that's a lot of what politics around here runs on.  But out of it also 

grows strong, personal friendships.  I still have. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Well, you started out with Humphrey when he was whip.  What 

types of things would you do for him when he was the whip? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Well, of course, the main thing was just keep track of the floor 

so he'd know, too; because every day there would be whip notices to generate about 

something.  So he'd been informed and could always talk to people on his side of the 

aisle, fulfill his responsibilities. 

 As I recall, that wasn't a big deal because everybody was fairly well aware of 

what was going on.  But you were his eyes and ears around the Hill as it affected his job 

there.  One thing that I recall was when Kennedy nominated—this is a "for instance" 

where you're asked to perform a service—Kennedy nominated John Connally to be 

Secretary of the Navy at the behest, of course, of Lyndon Johnson.  We have to assume 

that, I feel it's unquestioned.   And it became apparent that the usual guys who were 

against that "bunch of damned rich Texas oil men and wheeler-dealer politicians" were 

going to try to create some problems for the nomination.  And, of course, mainly those 

would be Senator [William] Proxmire and [Paul] Douglas and maybe some others. 
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 But we were asked by—well, Humphrey was specifically asked by Johnson to see 

if he could keep a rein on those folks.  We got Humphrey up to the task.  I remember 

sitting down in Bobby's office there with Connally.  I don't recall if he provided us with 

paperwork.  But anyway, my job was to make sure Humphrey had everything he needed 

to hold the fort there on that particular day and that particular nomination.  As I recall, it 

never got to be real tough.  I think there was some indication there was going to a fight, 

and then it kind of all blew over.  Proxmire and them decided not to make a big cause 

celebre out of it. 

 

 RITCHIE:  So you kept Humphrey informed so that he could know what to 

expect? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah.  Things like that.  That was more or less coordination 

between Baker and I.  Baker from Johnson, then back to Humphrey because he was the 

administration guy.  He was assistant leader.  He was the liberal, and part of his job was 

to keep other liberals in the boat. 

 

 RITCHIE:  What was the relationship between Senator Humphrey as whip and 

Senator Mansfield as majority leader? 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Well, they'd sit there and talk about things.  I don't think they 

had—I could be wrong about this—but I don't recall them having many meetings off the 

floor or outside the  
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floor. I don't think they went and huddled in each other's office.  I know Mansfield never 

came in ours, and I don't think Humphrey was in Mansfield's very much. 

 At this time, now, when Mansfield came in as majority leader, he left P-38 [S2-

211] over there with Johnson.  Johnson kept it for the veep office.  A lot of people fussed 

about that, and thought he was overstepping.  But Mansfield went into that office I told 

you Kennedy had occupied which had been Joe Duke's.  Joe went across on the west side 

and set up his office.  And Humphrey had the little third-floor office above where Stewart 

is now.  That was the whip office. 

 You had mentioned earlier the inaugural speech and Kennedy and that cold spell.  

I remember it well because by this time I was signed on with Humphrey, and he told me, 

he said, "Rein, I told some friends of ours from Minnesota that don't want to brave the 

cold to come up there."  So he gave me the names or told me the names.  And there were 

a handful of them watching up there, which was the best seat in the house, I think.  

Among them, was a guy named Joe Robbie who at that time was a lawyer in 

Minneapolis.  He's dead now, but he became the owner, you know, of the Miami 

Dolphins.  He built his own football stadium and named it after himself.  Joe was in those 

days just a practicing attorney in Minnesota, but he apparently had been a friend of 

Humphrey's for a lot of years.  I don't remember who all else was there.  I just remember 

Robbie and one or two of his children. 
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 RITCHIE:  A lot warmer in there than standing outside. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Oh, wonderful!  We just stood around there.  Nice windows, 

you know, so we stood there and watched.  Everybody had a good view.  It was a bitter 

cold day. 

 

 RITCHIE:  The reason I asked about the differences between Humphrey and 

Mansfield was when Johnson was majority leader he didn't give much slack to Mansfield 

as his whip at all.  Mansfield was probably not cut in on what was going on.  And now 

when Mansfield took over, he was a very different person.  I wondered if the whip's job 

suddenly became more active, took more of a lead under Humphrey than it would have 

been earlier on. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Well, of course it's been well recorded what you say about 

Johnson and Mansfield when he was whip.  I think I remember Rowe's analysis was that 

Johnson wanted to have somebody that wouldn't give him trouble, that would go along 

with everything and would not be an obstacle or source of dissent.  You've got to 

remember at that time the population of Montana wasn't half a million.  I don't think it 

was 500,000.  So, you know, he looked around, here's this nice guy and so it worked out 

well.  I'm sure Johnson would be the last person in the world to have been able to tell that 

Mansfield would later set the longevity record as majority leader.  Because it was the 

kind of a case of having somebody in name only. 
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 But, apparently, the way Mansfield read the Johnson years was that the committee 

chairmen were rankling somewhat, they didn't particularly like to be steam-rollered.  

They didn't like to have their staff people bought off or persuaded off—not bought off 

literally, but you know what I'm saying—to move stuff out of committee when they 

weren't ready.  This is just after the fact, I kind of was led to understand that that was 

standard tactics.  He'd just surround you and make it happen.   

 Mansfield thought it would be a good idea for him to go back to where the old 

committee chairmen were almost autonomous in their domain.  So he reextended them 

that type of courtesy—if that's the proper word.  And I guess they loved it!  You had 

[Richard] Russell in Armed Services.  You had I forget what committee Ellender had. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Agriculture, I think. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah, got that right.  You had Dennis Chavez over there on 

Appropriations.   

 

 RITCHIE:  [Harry] Byrd was chairman of Finance. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah.  Byrd and subsequently—well when did Kerr take over?  

Kerr was just on Finance. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Yes.  He was the number two man. 
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 VANDER ZEE:  Right.  Ranking member.  My hindsight would be that there 

was a completely separate power group.  And I recall telling Humphrey this.  I said, 

"Senator, you and Mansfield have the titles in this operation here.  But, I said, there is a 

very separate force going on.  It's pretty potent."   And it was Kerr.  Kerr had huge 

financial resources, and he didn't mind helping Republican members.  He didn't care 

where the votes came from.  Hell, just so he had them!  And I think it's pretty well known 

now that he spread it around, and when some critical issues important to him came up, he 

managed to most times—if not all times—to get his vote.  And he got it off both sides of 

the aisle.  Of course Bobby was providing assistance there. 

 I think to some extent, I think without question, Senator Dirksen provided a lot of 

assistance there by probably directing or cooperating or at least having knowledge of 

where the where-with-all was going sometimes on that side of the aisle. 

 Maybe they knew.  Maybe they knew in their heart of hearts that this was the 

case.  But certainly there was an element there of influence in the affairs of the Senate.  

Whether it existed before—probably it hadn't back in history, but it was sure there then.   

 The famous vote that made everybody almost drop their false teeth was on the 

Medicare vote where Jennings Randolph suddenly out of the blue, very contrary to 

expectations, voted against it.  This was something Kerr was against, and Jennings 

Randolph voted with  
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him.  There was an almost audible gasp.  It was one of those hold-back votes until late in 

the voting from the group assembled. 

   

 RITCHIE:  Can you describe Kerr to me?  He seemed like such a larger-than-life 

figure. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  I can't say I was even remotely an intimate acquaintance of the 

gentleman, but he used to frequently come by the desk.  About all he'd said was "Where's 

Baker?"  If I knew, I'd tell him.  In retrospect I have known people who worked for him 

closely—Bill Reynolds.  I know a fella who was an Oklahoman who never worked 

directly for him but pretty close to him, named Carl Davis, a retired attorney in NASA.  I 

think he was over at NASA and was liaison to the Hill for NASA.  He's a fella that 

commanded fierce loyalty from his people.  He obviously took great personal interest in 

them and with his resources, I'm sure he was able to probably do things for them 

personally that your average member wouldn't be able to.  He was a man that more or 

less played by his own rules, because that's the way it was.  You've got to remember 

where these fellas came from.  I think in my life, your life, that those early influences are 

just something you don't shake off.: 

 I have one side of my family that came out of the Indian territory of Oklahoma, 

and you made do for yourself.  If you could make it happen, you made it happen.  There 

weren't any rules.  There weren't any rule books about how you did it.  I think that this 

man was no more or less than a product of that time and that  
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territory.  As he used to say on the floor, he'd say, "Every time we get up and have a vote 

on some of these matters affecting oil and cattle, he said I'm accused of being a big, rich 

oil man from Oklahoma," and he said "they prove it on me every time." [laughs]  In other 

words, he wasn't an apologist for it.  It was just the way it was.  And I think that was his 

whole approach to life.  Baker always said he killed himself eating ice cream.  He 

apparently was constantly eating ice cream.  We all know now what that will do to your 

plumbing.   

 And he was a fellow who knew how to go about getting what he wanted.  I'm not 

sure in the final analysis that that's all bad, any more than I'm sure that the way we used 

to do in politics, which was you just went out and got money.  They've got all these 

finance laws now and, I mean, it's crazy.  And it doesn't seem to improve the situation a 

hell of a lot.  You've got all this record-keeping and reporting and everybody is going to 

put everybody in jail.  It just gets crazy!  Why should there be all that? 

 They did it to themselves.  But you can't ever ultimately solve it all with rule 

making.  I'm not too sure that it's not best the way the old system was.  Somebody's got a 

zillion dollars and they want to give a zillion dollars to this guy to go into public office, 

then, hell, he just got lucky.  I'm not too sure that's bad because look what the PACs thing 

has done.  It seems to have diluted the public's interest even further—well, you wonder 

what happened to the old average guy.  Where does the average citizen come off out 

there in this thing?  They're not doin' too well.  
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 As I say, I never knew the senator personally well enough to really comment 

about him.  It was just second-hand stuff from Baker.  Baker and I retain a personal 

friendship, have through the years.  He's been in my home in Texas a few times.  I see 

him when I come to Washington as a rule.  He's six months younger than I am, but he's 

pretty thoroughly retired.  He has a lot of good stories he could still tell about those years.  

But I don't know if anybody's interested any more. 

 

 RITCHIE:  I'd like to interview him some time. 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  He probably waited too long to write his little book.  In fact I 

had a hand in putting him together with Larry L. King—not the television interviewer but 

Larry Leo King from Texas—because I could sense that if Bobby was left to his own 

devices he had too many preoccupations to sit down and write a book.  He needed 

somebody to put the pen to the paper, the keys to the paper.  So I got him and King 

together and they made a deal.  I don't think the book was any great success.  To me, it 

emphasized too much, they wanted to do a sensational type-thing and promote sales, so 

they named it something about the wheeler-dealer. 

 

 RITCHIE:  Wheeling and Dealing 

 

 VANDER ZEE:  Yeah.  And Larry had to always get in on what I call 

unnecessary profanity and unseemly kind of thing.  Well, we  
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all know it's there; but why the hell emphasize it in a piece of literature.  There's more 

important things.  He's still got my typewriter that he took.  I've never seen it since.  

[laughs]  Ate all the chili that I had in the place. I was back here for a few months.  Had 

an apartment rented downtown at the time that they got together and did that back in the 

mid-seventies. 

 But by the time he finally got it finished—hell, the way the world goes now, just 

like the mention of what athlete was the Hubert H. Humphrey stadium named after.  A 

few years passed and it was too late.  Nobody knows anymore.  The public memory of 

this country is very short, very shallow.  Everybody is too damn busy trying to get back 

and forth to work and to get their groceries to be very enlightened. 

 

 RITCHIE:  As a historian, I have to agree with you. 

 

 

 End of Interview #1 
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